Molecular dynamics simulation of thymine glycol-lesioned DNA reveals specific hydration at the lesion.
One nanosecond molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of a thymine glycol (TG)-lesioned part of human lymphoblast AG9387 was performed to determine structural changes in DNA molecule caused by the presence of a lesion. These changes can be significant for proper recognition of lesions by a repair enzyme. Thymine glycol is the DNA oxidative lesion formed by addition of OH radicals to C5 and C6 atoms of the thymine base. This lesion is known as causing Cockayne Syndrome-inherited genetic disorder. Distribution of water molecules in a hydration shell around the DNA molecule was analyzed for its contribution to the recognition of the TG lesion by the repair enzyme. The results of MD simulation show there is a specific DNA structural configuration formed at the lesion. After 500 ps the DNA is bent in a kink at the TG site. This change dislocates the glycosyl bond at C5' to a position closer to the DNA surface, and thus its atoms are more exposed to the surrounding water shell. The increased number of water molecules that are close to the TG site indicates that the glycosyl bond may be easily contacted by the repair enzyme. In addition, the higher number of water molecules at the TG site substantiates the importance of water-mediated hydrogen bonds created between the repair enzyme and the DNA upon formation of the complex. Copyright 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. J Comput Chem 22: 1723-1731, 2001